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The statistically most significant hints for new physics in the flavour sector are the disagreement
between b→ s`+`− data and its Standard Model (SM) predictions as well as the tensions between
different determinations of Vus (from Kaon and tau decays vs super-allowed beta decays) known as
the Cabibbo angle anomaly (CAA). We examine how these discrepancies can be reconciled within a
simplified model with massive gauge bosons transforming in the adjoint representation of SU(2)L,
i.e. by adding W ′ and Z′ bosons coupling to left-handed SM fermions. We find that the W ′ boson
can account for the CAA while the Z′ can explain the tensions in b → s`+`− data. Furthermore,
since the W ′ and Z′ couplings are related via SU(2)L gauge invariance, we observe interesting
correlations between electroweak precision data, the CAA and b → s`+`− within our global fit. In
fact, we find that our model can provide a consistent common explanation of both anomalies, giving
an excellent fit to data, far superior to the one of the SM.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2012, the LHC confirmed the Standard Model (SM)
of particle physics by discovering the (Brout-Englert)
Higgs boson [1, 2]. However, so far no particles be-
yond the ones of the SM have been observed in high en-
ergy searches. Therefore, great hopes of finding physics
beyond the SM rest on the low energy precision fron-
tier. Here, fortunately, flavour experiments have accu-
mulated intriguing hints for new physics (NP) within the
recent years. Among them, the statistically most signifi-
cant ones are the deviations between the SM predictions
and the measurements in many observables containing
b → s`+`− transitions and hints for a (apparent) viola-
tion of 1st row CKM unitarity, known as the “Cabibbo
Angle Anomaly” (CAA).
Concerning b → s`+`− transitions, the LHCb mea-
surements [3, 4] of R(K(∗)) = Br[B→K
(∗)µ+µ−]
Br[B→K(∗)e+e−] indicate
lepton flavour universality (LFU) violation with a com-
bined significance of ≈ 4σ [5–15]. A consistent pattern of
tensions in the angular distribution of the muonic chan-
nel B → K∗µ+µ−, most noticeably in the angular ob-
servable P ′5 [16, 17], has also been recently confirmed by
the LHCb [18, 19]. Taking into account all available mea-
surements of b→ s`+`− observables, the most up-to-date
global analyses find several NP scenarios to be preferred
over the SM at the 5 − 6σ level [12–14]. This therefore
constitutes some of the most compelling evidence for NP
in the LHC era, hinting at the violation of LFU with a
NP structure mostly related to muons, while an effect
related to electrons is possible but not mandatory.
The CAA, which is due to the disagreement between
the CKM element Vus extracted from Kaon and tau de-
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cays and the one determined from beta decays (using
CKM unitarity), has a significance of ≈ 4σ [20, 21]. In-
terestingly, this discrepancy can also be interpreted as
a sign of LFU violation [22–24] where the sensitivity to
NP in the determination via beta decays is enhanced by
a factor V 2ud/V
2
us compared to the NP sensitivity of Vus
from Kaon or tau decays [23]. 1
It therefore seems plausible that a connection between
the b → s`+`− anomalies and the CAA exists, and it
is both interesting and important to explore which NP
models can provide a common explanation. In order to
account for the CAA, NP must in some way be related to
the charged current, which can be achieved in the form of
modified W`ν couplings and/or by effects in u¯d`ν oper-
ators. 2 Both of these possibilities can be realized with a
W ′ boson coupling to left-handed SM fermions; the first
one via W −W ′ mixing, the second one through a tree-
level contribution. Furthermore, due to SU(2)L gauge in-
variance, a left-handed W ′ boson always comes together
with a left-handed Z ′ [29] which is a prime candidate
for an explanation of the b → s`+`− anomalies [30–62],
obviously opening up the possibility of a combined ex-
planation in this setup.
A minimal dynamical model including a left-handed
W ′ and Z ′ can be obtained by extending the SM with
massive vector bosons transforming in the adjoint rep-
resentation (or equivalently as a triplet) of SU(2)L and
with zero hyper-charge [63–65]. This Lagrangian can be
generated by various NP models, for instance compos-
ite Higgs and extra dimensional models [66–74] or mod-
1 Alternatively, it can be interpreted as a sign of (apparent) CKM
unitarity violation [20, 25]. However, a sizeable violation of CKM
unitarity is in general difficult due to the strong bounds from
flavor-changing neutral currents, such as Kaon mixing (see e.g.
Ref. [26]) Furthermore, a right-handed W coupling [27, 28] can
only partially account for it [21].
2 A modification of the Fermi-constant also affects Vud from beta
decays. However, we checked that such an effect is too tightly
constrained from EW precision data to account for the CAA.
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2els based on SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 [75–79].3 Because of the
many possible UV completions, we find that in order to
understand the effects of generic vector triplets, it is con-
venient to focus on a simplified model. To determine the
viability of a heavy vector SU(2)L triplet, we will per-
form a global fit including the most relevant observables
that are modified by tree level effects, i.e. b→ s`+`− and
Vus as well as EW precision data, the observables testing
LFU and LHC direct searches.
In the next section we will define our setup before we
study in Sec. III the impact of the vector triplet on the
various observables to be used in the global fit. In Sec. IV
we present the results of the global fit and conclude in
Sec. V.
II. SETUP
In our peruse of a common explanation of b → s`+`−
data and the CAA, we supplement the SM by an SU(2)L
triplet of heavy vector bosons Xaµ with zero hyper-
charge [64, 65]. Therefore, following the conventions of
Ref. [64] we write L = LSM + L0X + LintX with
L0X = −
1
2
[DµXν ]
a
[DµXν ]a +
1
2
[DµXν ]
a
[DνXµ]a
+
µ2X
2
XaµX
µ
a , (1)
LintX = −g`jiXµa ¯`jγµ
σa
2
`i − gqjiXµa q¯jγµ
σa
2
qi
−
(
igDφX X
µ
a φ
†σ
a
2
Dµφ+ h.c.
)
+ gφXX
a
µX
µ
a φ
†φ , (2)
where Dµ = ∂µ + ig2σ
aW
a(0)
µ /2 + ig1Y B
(0)
µ , σa are the
Pauli matrices and W a(0), B(0) correspond, in the ab-
sence of SU(2)L breaking, to the SM gauge bosons. The
first two terms in L0X generate the interactions of the
new gauge bosons with the SM ones while the last term
gives them masses even before EW symmetry break-
ing (EWSB). In LintX the terms proportional to gq(`)ji
parametrize the couplings of the new gauge bosons to
left-handed quarks (leptons) and the term containing gDφX
gives rise to a mass mixing betweenXµa and the SM gauge
bosons after EWSB. The last term in LintX creates inter-
actions between Xaµ and the SM Higgs, which gives an
additional contribution to their mass after EWSB.
Consider the mass spectrum of the gauge bosons, the
zero mass eigenstate is identified with the photon Aµ and
does not mix with Xaµ. Hence the SM relation between
g, g′ and the measured α is not modified [65]. Thus, one
can consider the mass matrices after EWSB in the basis
3 In the last years, such models have also been studied in an effort
to explain b → s`+`− data together with the R(D(∗)) anoma-
lies [80–84].
(Z(0), Aµ). Taking 〈φ〉 = (0, v/
√
2)T , we have
M20 =
(
M2
Z(0)
x
cW
x∗
cW
M2X
)
, M2± =
(
M2
W (0)
x
x∗ M2X
)
,
where the superscript (0) refers to the SM fields in the
absence of mixing, MW (0) = g2v/2, MZ(0) = MW (0)/cW ,
while M2X = µ
2
X + g
φ
Xv
2, x = MW (0)(g
Dφ
X v/2) and
cW ≡ g/
√
g22 + g
2
1 is the cosine of the Weinberg angle.
Provided that |x| MX one can work in the approxima-
tion MW ′ ≈ MZ′ ≈ MX while the MW and MZ masses
are shifted by
M2W
M2
W (0)
≈ M
2
Z
M2
Z(0)
≈
(
1− |g
Dφ
X |2v2
4M2X
)
, (3)
respecting the SM tree-level relation MW (0) = cWMZ(0) .
When mixing is present, the eigenvalues are linear com-
binations of (Z(0), X0) and (W (0), X±) which for |x| 
MX yield the following mixing angles
sinαZZ′ ≈ x
M2XcW
, sinαWW ′ ≈ x
M2X
. (4)
The mass eigenstates Z(′) can then be expressed as(
Z ′
Z
)
=
(
X3 cosαZZ′ − Z(0) sinαZZ′
X3 sinαZZ′ + Z
(0) cosαZZ′
)
(5)
and similarly for the charged gauge bosons W and W ′.
After SU(2)L symmetry breaking the W
′ and Z ′ cou-
plings to quarks differ by a CKM rotation. Working in
the down-quark basis we have
LZ′W ′q =
gdji
2
(d¯fγ
µPLdi)Z
′
µ −
guji
2
(u¯fγ
µPLui)Z
′
µ
−
(gudji√
2
(u¯fγ
µPLdi)W
′
µ + h.c.
)
, (6)
with gdji = g
q
ji, g
u
ji = Vjkg
q
kk′V
∗
ik′ and g
ud
ji = Vjkg
q
ki. In our
phenomenological analysis we will assume that the Z ′,
W ′ couplings to quarks respect an (approximate) U(2)3
flavour symmetry [85–92]4. This means that to a good
approximation
gud11,22 ≈ gq11,22 ≡ gq, gud12 = Vusgq, gd23 = O(Vcb). (7)
Notice that in this setup the Z ′ coupling gd12 is of third
order in the Wolfenstein parameter [35, 61], i.e. O(10−3)
so that with this ansatz for the Z ′ couplings dangerously
large effects in K− K¯ and/or D− D¯ mixing are avoided.
4 Note that this differs from “standard” minimal flavour viola-
tion [93–95] (MFV) which is based on U(3)3 [96], however, U(3)3
is anyway strongly broken to U(2)3 by the large third-generation
Yukawa couplings.
3Since the coupling gq33 does not affect the observables that
we consider (except for a small effect in LHC searches)
we disregard it from here on after.
We can neglect the corrections to the W ′ and Z ′ cou-
plings to fermions originating from gauge boson mixing
as this leads to dim-8 operators. However, the couplings
of W and Z to leptons are modified as
LW,Z = g2
2cW
[
¯`
jγ
µ(∆ji PL − 2s2W δji) `iZµ (8)
−
√
2 ∆ji (ν¯jγ
µPL`i)Wµ −∆ji(ν¯jγµPLνi)Zµ
]
,
with ∆ji = δji +
x
M2X
g`ji
g2
.
III. OBSERVABLES
In this section we collect the relevant observables and
show how they are affected by our NP contributions.
Here, we will only give the explicit formulas for the di-
rect Z ′ and W ′ contributions. One can easily recover
the mixing induced effects by replacing the SM W and
Z couplings by their modified versions given in Eq. (8).
A. Lepton Flavour Violation
If g`ji has off-diagonal elements, flavour violating de-
cays of charged leptons are generated. Here the most
stringent bounds come from radiative lepton decays `→
`′γ, decays to three charged leptons (like µ → 3e) and
µ→ e conversion in nuclei.
The loop effects giving rise to `→ `′γ can be calculated
in the unitary gauge since a finite result is obtained in
our simplified model setup, which includes unavoidable
Goldstone effects present in a UV complete model. Using
the expressions given in Ref. [97] we obtain
Br[`i → `jγ] =
m3`i
4pi Γ`i
(|cjiR |2 + |cijR |2), (9)
with
cjiR ≈ −
em`i
16pi2
g`jkg
`
ki
8
1
M2X
. (10)
The current experimental limits for lepton flavour viola-
tion processes are [98–100] and yield the 90% CL bounds
Br[µ→ eγ] ≤ 4.2× 10−13 , |g`ekg`kµ| ≤ 0.06 ,
Br[τ → µγ] ≤ 4.4× 10−8 , |g`µkg`kτ | ≤ 112 ,
Br[τ → eγ] ≤ 3.3× 10−8 , |g`ekg`kτ | ≤ 96 ,
(11)
where we used MX = 10 TeV as a reference point and
the sum over k is implied.
Three body decays to charged leptons are already me-
diated at tree-level but are phase space suppressed. In
our model we find that
Br(µ→ 3e) = m
5
µ
3072pi3M4X ,Γµ
∣∣g`eµg`ee∣∣2
16
, (12)
Br(τ → eµµ) = m
5
τ
1536pi3M4XΓτ
∣∣g`eτg`µµ∣∣2
16
, (13)
where we neglected contributions involving two flavour
changing couplings. Together with the experimental re-
sults [101] this yields the following 90% CL bounds (for
MX = 10 TeV)
Br(µ→ eee) ≤ 1.0× 10−12, ∣∣g`eµg`ee∣∣ ≤ 0.008 ,
Br(τ → µµµ) ≤ 1.2× 10−8, ∣∣g`µτg`µµ∣∣ ≤ 3.4 ,
Br(τ → eee) ≤ 1.4× 10−8, ∣∣g`eτg`ee∣∣ ≤ 3.7 ,
Br(τ → eµµ) ≤ 1.6× 10−8, ∣∣g`eτg`µµ∣∣ ≤ 4.0 ,
Br(τ → µee) ≤ 1.1× 10−8, ∣∣g`µτg`ee∣∣ ≤ 3.3 .
(14)
Finally, following the conventions of Refs. [102, 103] we
have that for µ→ e conversion in nuclei
ΓNµ→e =
m5µ|g`eµgq|2
M2X
∣∣(V (n)N − V (p)N )∣∣2 , (15)
which has to be normalized to the capture rate ΓcaptureN
for gold [104]
V
(n)
Au − V (p)Au = −0.0486, ΓcaptureAu = 8.7× 10−15 MeV.
The current 90% CL experimental limits are [98]
BrAuµ→e ≤ 7.0× 10−13 ,
∣∣g`eµgq∣∣ ≤ 5.8× 10−8 , (16)
again for MX = 10 TeV.
Given these strong constrains on flavor changing W ′
and Z ′ couplings to leptons, we will in the following as-
sume g`ji to be diagonal. This turns out to be a very good
approximation, not only due to these stringent bounds,
but also because flavour changing effects do not interfere
with the SM contribution, such that they are suppressed
by 1/M4X .
B. Electroweak Precision Observables
The quantities GF , αem and MZ have been measured
with the highest accuracy among the EW observables.
Therefore, they are commonly taken as Lagrangian pa-
rameters (fixed to their experimental values) and used to
calculate all other EW observables within the SM. Be-
yond the SM, this method can still be used, but the rela-
tions between the Lagrangian parameters and the mea-
surements are changed. In particular, in our model the
4Observable Experimental value
MW [GeV] 80.379(12)
ΓW [GeV] 2.085(42)
BR(W → had) 0.6741(27)
sin2θlepteff (Q
had
FB ) 0.2324(12)
sin2θlepteff(Tev) 0.23148(33)
sin2θlepteff(LHC) 0.23104(49)
P polτ 0.1465(33)
A` 0.1513(21)
ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952(23)
σ0h [nb] 41.541(37)
R0` 20.767(35)
A0,`FB 0.0171(10)
R0b 0.21629(66)
R0c 0.1721(30)
A0,bFB 0.0992(16)
A0,cFB 0.0707(35)
Ab 0.923(20)
Ac 0.670(27)
TABLE I. Electroweak observables [106, 107] used in our fit
which are calculated (as a function of MLZ , α and G
L
F ) by
HEPfit [105].
Fermi-constant GF = 1.16637(1) × 10−5GeV−2, mea-
sured from muon decays, is then given in terms of the
one in the Lagrangian as
GF = G
L
F +
g`11g
`
22
4
√
2M2X
, (17)
likewise the measured MZ mass is given by
M2Z =
(
MLZ
)2 (
1− 1√
2GLF
|gDφX |2
4M2X
)
, (18)
where GLF = 1/(
√
2v2) and MLZ = M
(0)
Z is the Z mass
within the SM. In addition, the gauge bosons mixing in-
duces corrections to W and Z couplings to fermions. The
modified couplings affect W and Z decays and the corre-
sponding list of observables given in Table I. For the nu-
merical analysis, we implemented them in HEPfit [105].
C. Vus and the CAA
As outlined in the introduction, the Lagrangian param-
eter V Lus of the (unitary) CKM can be determined from
kaon, tau or beta decays, in particular super-allowed beta
decays. Concerning the latter one, the master formula
is [108]
|V βud|2 =
2984.432(3)s
Ft(1 + ∆VR)
, (19)
CMS
SGPR
τ ������
�→πℓν
�→μν/π→μν
�+- �+
�� �� ��% ��
0.220 0.222 0.224 0.226 0.228
Vus
FIG. 1. Comparison between the different determinations of
Vus resulting in the CAA.
with Ft-value Ft = 3072.07(63)s [108] and the two dif-
ferent sets of radiative corrections
∆VR
∣∣
SGPR
= 0.02467(22) [109], (20)
∆VR
∣∣
CMS
= 0.02426(32) [110], (21)
lead to
V βus
∣∣
SGPR
= 0.22782(62), V βus
∣∣
CMS
= 0.22699(78), (22)
where we used unitarity with |Vub| = 0.003683 from [111,
112], even though the precise value of |Vub| is unim-
portant here. This has to be compared to the aver-
age of the PDG value [107] for Vus from Kaon and the
HFLAV value [101] from inclusive tau decays5, V Kus =
0.2243± 0.0005 and V τus = 0.2195± 0.0019, to get
V K+τus = 0.2240± 0.0005 . (23)
Comparing V K+τus with V
β
us we notice a ≈ 3 − 5σ dis-
crepancy which is the origin of the CAA. This situation
is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the different determinations
of Vus are compared.
Turning to NP corrections to these determinations, we
have for Vus from semileptonic Kaon decays with muons
|V Lus| = |V Kµ3us |
(
1− (g
q − g`11)g`22
g22
M2W
M2X
)
, (24)
and the determination of Vus/Vud from BK±→µν/Bpi±→µν
is not modified. The same is true for its determination
from τ → Kν/τ → piν. For V βus there is, in addition
to the direct modification of the transition d → ueµ an
indirect one from the modification of GF . Therefore, the
element of the unitary CKM matrix in the Lagrangian
5 Here we do not include exclusive tau decays as these modes will
be included in the rations testing LFU.
5Observable Ref. Measurement
R
[
K→µν
K→eν
]
[113–116] 0.9978± 0.0020
R
[
pi→µν
pi→eν
]
[107, 115, 117–120] 1.0010± 0.0009
R
[
τ→µνν¯
τ→eνν¯
]
[101, 107] 1.0018± 0.0014
R
[
K→piµν¯
K→pieν¯
]
[116, 121, 122] 1.0010± 0.0025
R
[
τ→eνν¯
µ→eν¯ν
]
[101, 107] 1.0010± 0.0014
R
[
τ→piν
pi→µν¯
]
[101] 0.9961± 0.0027
R
[
τ→Kν
K→µν¯
]
[101] 0.9860± 0.0070
R
[
τ→µνν¯
µ→eνν¯
]
[101, 107] 1.0029± 0.0014
TABLE II. Measurements of the ratios testing LFU defined
in Eq. (29) and Eq. (29). The correlations for the ratios in-
volving tau decays are given in Ref. [101]
V Lus is given in terms of the one extracted from experi-
ment with the SM V βus as
V Lus ≈ V βus
(
1 +
∣∣V Lud∣∣2
|V Lus|2
g`11
(
gq − g`22
)
g22
M2W
M2X
)
, (25)
Note the important enhancement of
∣∣V Lud∣∣2 / ∣∣V Lus∣∣2 ≈
20 [23]. This enhancement is not present in the mod-
ifications to the Vus determination from Kaon and tau
decays. Therefore, the difference between Eq. (22) and
Eq. (24) amounts to
(85± 17)× 10−4 ≈ g
`
11 (g
`
22 − gq)
g22
M2W
M2X
(SGPR) , (26)
(66± 20)× 10−4 ≈ g
`
11(g
`
22 − gq)
g22
M2W
M2X
(CMS) , (27)
by naively averaging the errors. In the phenomenological
section, we will consider the SGPR determination due to
its smaller error. Nonetheless, we checked that choos-
ing the CMS determination instead has only a marginal
impact on the global fit.
D. LFU Violation
In oder to asses directly the modifications with respect
to the SM we define the ratios
R(X) = Br[X]/Br[X]SM , (28)
such that in the limit without NP they are unity. These
ratios are modified as
R
[τ → µνν
τ → eνν
]
=
(
1 +
g`33
(
g`22 − g`11
)
g22
M2W
M2W ′
)
.
R
[
τ → eνν
µ→ eνν
]
=
(
1 +
g`11
(
g`33 − g`22
)
g22
M2W
M2W ′
)
.
R
[
τ → µνν
µ→ eνν
]
=
(
1 +
g`22
(
g`33 − g`11
)
g22
M2W
M2W ′
)
.
R
[pi → µν
pi → eν
]
=
(
1 +
gq
(
g`22 − g`11
)
g22
M2W
M2W ′
)
,
R
[
K → µν
K → eν
]
= R
[
K → piµν
K → pieν
]
= R
[pi → µν
pi → eν
]
,
R
[
τ → piν
pi → µν
]
=
(
1 +
gq
(
g`33 − g`22
)
g22
M2W
M2W ′
)
.
R
[
τ → Kν
K → µν
]
= R
[
τ → piν
pi → µν
]
, (29)
by the tree-level W ′ effects. The corresponding experi-
mental values are given in Table II with the correlations
given in Ref. [101].
E. b→ s`+`−
For b → s`+`− our Z ′ contribution is purely left-
handed and given by
Cjj9 = −Cjj10 = −
pi2
e2
gd23g
`
jj√
2GFM2XVtbV
∗
ts
, (30)
where C119(10) and C
22
9(10) correspond to CNP9(10)e and CNP9(10)µ
in the language of Refs. [5, 12]. For the analysis of all
available b → s`+`− data we use the method and pro-
gram of Ref. [123] with the data set given in Ref. [12].
Since our (two dimensional) scenario with C229 = −C2210 ,
C119 = −C1110 , with a pull of 5.6 σ with respect to the SM,
was not explicitly given in Refs. [5, 12, 124] we show the
corresponding preferred regions in Fig. 2.
Gauge boson mixing induces extra LFU effects
CU9 = −
pi2
e2
g2 sinαZZ′
(
1− 4s2W
)
√
2cWGFM2ZVtbV
∗
ts
,
CU10 =
pi2
e2
g2 sinαZZ′g
d
23√
2cWGFM2ZVtbV
∗
ts
.
(31)
Since CU9 ≈ 0, the 3-dimensional scenario(
C229 = −C2210 , C119 = −C1110 , CU10
)
, (32)
is the most general scenario for the simplified model
that we can explore. A global b → s`+`− fit to
this structure yields a pull of 6.2σ, with a best fit
point and 68% CL intervals of (−1.13,−0.78,−0.82)
and ([−1.3,−0.96], [−0.99,−0.55], [−1.04,−0.59]), re-
spectively.
6−2.0 −1.5 −1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5
C229 = −C2210
−2.0
−1.5
−1.0
−0.5
0.0
0.5
C
11 9
=
−C
11 10
CU10 profiled
CU10 = 0
FIG. 2. Preferred regions (68%, 95%, 99% CL) of the two
dimensional (C119 = −C1110 , C229 = −C2210 ) scenario (blue), and
the three dimensional scenario which includes CU10 in addition
(green).
F. Bs − B¯s Mixing
The most important constraint on Z ′−b−s couplings,
i.e. gd23 in Eq. (6), comes from Bs − B¯s mixing where
the contribution to the Hamiltonian Heff = C1O1 with
O1 = s¯γ
µPLb× s¯γµPLb is given by
C1 =
1
2M2X
(
gd23
2
)2(
1 +
αs
4pi
11
3
)
, (33)
including the NLO matching corrections of Ref. [125].
Note that the mixing induced effect generating s− b−Z
couplings can be neglected as it is a dim-8 effect. Em-
ploying the 2-loop RGE [126, 127], this leads to an effect,
normalized to the SM one, of a(
gd23
0.26
MX
10TeV
)2
= 0.110± 0.090 (34)
with the bag factor of Ref. [128] and the global fit to NP
in δF = 2 observables of Ref. [129].
G. LHC bounds
In our phenomenological analysis we will consider very
heavy Z ′ and W ′ bosons, which cannot be produced on-
shell at the LHC. In this case bounds from the tails of
di-jet and di-lepton distributions apply. This allows us to
put bounds on the Z ′ couplings directly from 4-fermion
operators which have the same scaling in coupling vs
mass than flavour bounds and can thus be directly com-
pared. For 2-quark-2-lepton operators the bounds related
to muons and electrons are [130]
− 4pi
(20TeV)
2 ≤
g`22g
q
4M2X
≤ 4pi
(30TeV)
2 ,
− 4pi
(24TeV)
2 ≤
g`11g
q
4M2X
≤ 4pi
(37TeV)
2 ,
(35)
From Ref. [131] we find the following bound on operators
involving tau leptons
− 10.5 M
2
X
(10TeV)
2 < g
`
33g
q < 0 (36)
Additionally, from 2-jet events we find from Ref. [132]
the following approximate bound6
|gq|2 . 15 M
2
X
(10 TeV)
2 . (37)
H. Parity Violation
Atomic parity violation in atoms, in particular Cesium,
and parity violation in electron proton scattering place
limits on electron-quark interactions. Here the APV ex-
periment [133, 134] and the QWEAK collaboration [135]
report
−2 (2C1u + C1d) = 0.0719± 0.0045 ,
−2 (188C1u + 211C1d) = −72.62± 0.43 , (38)
respectively, with
C1d = 0.3419 +
√
2
GF
gqg`11
16M2X
,
C1u = −0.1887−
√
2
GF
gqg`11
16M2X
.
(39)
Note that our NP contribution to C1d and C1u are of
equal strength but have opposite sign. This nearly avoids
the APV bound and significantly weakens the QWEAK
one.
IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Let us now combine the observables discussed in the
previous sections by performing a global fit. For this
purpose we implemented in HEPfit [105] all the observ-
ables testing LFU (see Table II) and the CAA (encoded
6 Since Ref. [132] did not distinguish between charged and neutral
current contributions we estimated this bound from matching
their EFT with our Z′ only. From Fig. 3 we expect our results
to be unchanged by small modifications of the bound in Eq. (36).
7FIG. 3. Global fit in the g`11 − gq, g`22 − gq and g`33 − gq planes. Even though we included the LHC measurements into our
global fit, we display them as well as hatched regions to show their constraining power and to verify treating as a hard cut
would not change our results.
FIG. 4. Global fit in the g`11−g`22 plane. One can see that the
blue region from EW+LFU data overlaps with the yellow one
from b→ s`+`− data and Bs−B¯s mixing at the 95% CL. Note
that the overlap between the EW+LFU region (which only
mildly depends on gDφX ) and the one from b → s`` is smaller
when mixing is included. However, this does not mean that
the agreement with data is reduced. It is rather due to the
fact that the three dimensional scenario (including mixing)
agrees better with data and its best fit point is further away
from the SM hypothesis.
in the measurement of Vus)
7, and performed a global fit
together with the standard EW observables shown in Ta-
ble I, calculated by HEPfit. In the following, we will refer
to this set of observables as “EW+LFU”. Furthermore,
we translated the output for b → s`+`− data obtained
with the code of Ref. [123] into a likelihood profile and
included this, as well as the bound from Bs − B¯s mix-
ing, into HEPfit. With this setup we can now perform a
Bayesian statistical analysis whose Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) determination of posteriors is powered
by the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit (BAT) [136].
As discussed in Sec. II we require that the Z ′, W ′
couplings to quarks respect an (approximate) U(2)3 fla-
vor symmetry such that potentially dangerous effects in
K0 − K¯0 or D0 − D¯0 mixing are suppressed. Further-
more, we assume that the Z ′, W ′ mass is above the LHC
production threshold such that the previously discussed
bounds apply. For concreteness, we fix the common Z ′,
W ′ mass MX to 10 TeV. In addition, we assume the
couplings to leptons to be flavour diagonal, due to the
stringent bounds from LFV observables (see Sec. III A)
and taking into account that such contributions do not
interfere with the SM ones for the observables considered
here. Therefore, the free parameters in our fit are g`11,
g`22, g
`
33, g
q, gX and g
d
23 for which we used a generously
large prior of [−10, 10].
7 In this subset we also included the LHC bounds for which we
assumed a Gaussian distribution. However, we checked that in
case a hard cut is implemented (which we will show in addition
in the figures) the results only change marginally.
8Let us start with the combined fit EW+LFU where
gd23 does not enter. For MX = 10 TeV, we find gX =
−0.352± 0.381, g`11 = 1.571± 0.860, g`22 = 1.283± 1.437,
g`33 = 3, 234 ± 2.321, gq = −2.006 ± 0.785 and a mirror
solution obtained by switching simultaneously the sign of
all couplings. The corresponding projections in the g`11–
gq, g`22–g
q and g`33–g
q planes are shown in blue in Fig. 3
and the g`11–g
`
22 plane in Fig. 4. Here one can see that
the SM point lies outside the 95% CL regions, indicating
a significantly better NP fit compared to the SM hy-
pothesis. Furthermore, the bounds from LHC searches
and parity violation experiments (hatched regions) are
respected by the preferred regions.
Next we include the effect of gd23 which enters b →
s`+`− transitions and Bs − B¯s mixing. Here we com-
bined both classes of observables in the g`11-g
`
22 plane by
marginalizing over gd23 and gX , resulting in the green re-
gion in Fig. 4. Interestingly one can see that this region
overlaps significantly with the one favoured by EW+LFU
data. Therefore, we can combine all data, b → s transi-
tions and EW+LFU observables, into one fit, resulting in
the red regions of Figs. 3, 4. The corresponding best fit
point are: gX = −0.684±0.253, g`11 = 1.762±0.450, g`22 =
3.791 ± 0.613, g`33 = 5.559 ± 1.769, gq = −1.221 ± 0.526
and we find a NP IC value of ≈ 113 compared to ≈ 167
within the SM. This clearly shows that our dynamical
model describes data significantly better than the SM
hypothesis. In particular, we find that our global fit im-
proves the agreement with b → s`+`− data by ≈ 5σ
compared to the SM, and that the CAA is alleviated by
more than 2σ at our best fit point, furthermore the pos-
terior of V Lus from β-decays has a large uncertainty such
that at 68% CL all determinations of V Lus can be brought
into agreement.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we studied a simplified model with mas-
sive vector bosons transforming as a SU(2)L triplet in
the context of the CAA anomaly and the hints for NP
in b → s`+`− data. Within our setup, these anoma-
lies clearly cannot be addressed without affecting other
observables, in particular EW precision data, ratios test-
ing LFU, LHC bounds, parity violation experiment and
Bs − B¯s mixing. Therefore, assuming a U(2)3 flavour
symmetry in the quark sector, we performed a com-
bined fit to five free parameters finding that the global
EW+LFU fit is significantly improved. Furthermore, the
preferred region of this fit overlaps with the one favoured
by b→ s`+`− data and LHC bounds as well as Bs − B¯s
mixing is respected. In particular, the b → s`+`− fit is
improved by 5− 6σ with respect to the SM while at the
same time the CAA is reduced by more than 2σ. This
shows that our model describes data significantly better
than the SM hypothesis, testified by an IC value of ≈ 113
compared to the SM one of ≈ 167.
Looking towards the future, our model can be test by
improved measurements of LFU ratios (like pi → µν/pi →
eν at PEN [137] or τ → µνν/τ → eνν at BELLE
II [138]), by additional data and modes for b → s`+`−
transitions to be obtained by BELLE II [138, 139] and
the LHC [139], by LHC searches with increased luminos-
ity [140] and by Z-pole measurements at future colliders
such as CLIC [141], ILC [142] or FCC-ee [143, 144]. This,
together with the accurate description of current data by
our dynamical model clearly motivates the construction
of UV compete realizations as a very promising direction
for future research.
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